“This is not an age of iron. It’s an age of jelly.
And so, the order of the day will be more
intimidation, more threats, and more defamation
directed against anyone who speaks out against the
jihad and Islamic supremacism, until finally, there is
no one left to speak out, no one at all.”
~ Robert Spencer ~

Canada
All of Canada under threat for Liberals' refusal to
uphold law concerning returning ISIL fighters
“Why shouldn’t I be able to go home?” I’ve done nothing in Canada. I’ve
broken no laws there at all.” Wrong. Under Section 83.181 of the Criminal
Code, anyone who leaves or tries to leave to commit an offence that is
indictable in Canada is liable to imprisonment for up to 10 years. In
Canada, the Liberals have done virtually nothing, which endangers
everyone.
https://business.financialpost.com/diane-francis/all-of-canada-underthreat-for-liberals-refusal-to-uphold-law-concerning-returning-isil-fighters

Canada: Opposition leader lambasted for not
decrying “Islamophobia” following New Zealand
massacre
Scheer is facing the “Islamophobia” battering ram because he did not word
his condolences and horror over the Christchurch mosque attack the way
Islamic supremacists think he should have worded them. The message for
Andrew Scheer is to accept his inferior status in accordance to Islamic
supremacist dictates, apologize and be obedient. The publication
NowToronto asserted in its headline that Christchurch massacre lays bare
Andrew Scheer’s Islamophobia problem. Odd, since Scheer is been
criticized among Conservatives for bending over backwards to prove
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/03/canada-opposition-leader-lambastedfor-not-decrying-islamophobia-following-new-zealand-massacre

Antifa harasses Vancouver Greek Orthodox
community over free speech event
“The fact that they do not link to any of my speeches or books directly is
highly irresponsible, and a clear sign of bad intent. Calling an individual
such vicious names without checking thoroughly is a terrible breach of
moral and intellectual responsibility,” said Molyneux. “It provokes hysteria
and, frankly, can increase the risk of physical danger to me and those who
want to come and hear my arguments and evidence.”
https://www.thepostmillennial.com/antifa-harasses-vancouver-greek-orthodoxcommunity-over-free-speech-event

Canadian Labour Congress and Muslim group
accuse Scheer of emboldening far-right actors
The leaders of Canada’s largest labour organization and a prominent
national Muslim group say Conservative Leader Andrew Scheer is
emboldening far-right extremists by failing to call out Islamophobia
following the New Zealand mosque shootings and attending events with
people who promote hate speech.
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/politics/article-canadian-labourcongress-and-muslim-group-accuse-scheer-of-emboldening/

Canada: University cites New Zealand massacre as
reason for canceling Islamocritical talk by exMuslim
Citizens of Western countries are being forced to accept Sharia blasphemy
restrictions forbidding criticism of Islam. Such criticism subjects the critic to
bullying and thuggery, and to accusations of “racism,” “Islamophobia,”
being “far right” and “extremist” and the like. Even academic institutions
have lost their way and are failing miserably in their duty to nurture
intellectual inquiry and debate among the young.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/03/canada-university-cites-new-zealandmassacre-as-reason-for-canceling-islamocritical-talk-by-ex-muslim

Montreal priest released from hospital after
stabbing at St. Joseph's Oratory
In the video, a man wearing a dark winter coat and a light-coloured
baseball cap pulled out a large knife and walked in front of the altar. The
footage shows the suspect run up the steps towards the priest. Grou
attempted to run away as the attacker knocked over a candle. The video
shows the man quickly catch up to the priest and push him to the ground
before he appears to stab him. Following the stabbing, the suspect
dropped the knife and stood up as members of the congregation ran
towards him. Three men restrained the attacker while other people went to
help Grou who appeared to stand up on his own.
https://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/montreal-priest-released-from-hospitalafter-stabbing-at-st-joseph-s-oratory-1.4347482

C3RF Member Update - 22 March, 2019
This week's C3RF "update" scratches below the surface to study the
dichotomy presented by two sets of terrorist attacks. It ponders why
political and media elites are treating the Christchurch mosque attacks and
the ongoing genocide of Nigerian Christians so differently. Is political
expediency harming the victims in each case and how will this bias impact
the Charter rights of individual Canadians?
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2019/03/21/C3RF-MemberUpdate---22-March-2019

Letter Writing
Campaign
Tell Event Organizers Linda Sarsour Not Welcome
in Winnipeg
https://www.bnaibrith.ca/tell_event_organizers_linda_sarsour_not_welcom
e_in_winnipeg

Freedom of Speech
Cambridge’s shameful decision to rescind Jordan
Peterson’s visiting fellowship
The Cambridge student newspaper, which is so craven in its forelocktugging obeisance to the protesting students it makes Pravda look like the
work of John Milton, we learn that Peterson isn’t welcome at Cambridge
because it’s – wait for it – an ‘inclusive environment’. There then follows a
laundry list of Peterson’s unforgivable sins: he believes ‘white privilege’ is a
‘Marxist lie’, that ‘the patriarchy’ is ‘predicated on competence’, that ‘the
West has lost faith in masculinity’, that ‘global warming posturing is a

masquerade for anti-capitalists to have a go at the Western patriarchy’ and
that ‘men are victims of gender oppression’.
https://spectator.us/cambridge-shameful-jordan-peterson/

Judge Jeanine and the Paradoxes of the Post-9/11
World

In the eighteen years since 9/11, the Western political and media
establishment have continued to echo the lie that “The face of terror is not
the true faith of Islam. That’s not what Islam is all about. Islam is peace.”
Jihadists have struck Bali, Madrid, Beslan, London, Mumbai, Fort Hood,
Paris, San Bernardino, Brussels, Orlando, Nice, Manchester, Barcelona, and
New York again – just to name a few of the deadlier and more high-profile
incidents. Yet, perversely, the lie about Islam is stronger than ever.
Throughout the West, schoolchildren and college students alike have been
fed a picture of Islam that’s pure propaganda. Yes, one has the impression
that many people are more aware of the reality of Islam than they used to
be – but one also has the impression that they feel more cowed than ever
into keeping quiet about it.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/273214/judge-jeanine-andparadoxes-post-911-world-bruce-bawer

Goodbye free speech: CAIR demands complete
censorship of those critical of Islam
CAIR, an organization with ties to the Muslim Brotherhood and Hamas,
now wants to strip Americans of their Constitutional right to free
speech. And he wants companies like Facebook and Twitter to join with
the liberal media to make it happen. And as American-Israeli Adina
Kutnicki and I illustrated here, Facebook is all too happy to do CAIR’s
bidding. Never mind that the murderer in question is a self-identified
socialist and an eco-fascist who loves Communist China. CAIR has
apparently determined that anyone with a different point of view is a “hate
group” and must be stripped of their Constitutional rights.
https://dcdirtylaundry.com/goodbye-free-speech-cair-demands-completecensorship-of-those-critical-of-islam/

Censored: UNHRC Cuts Off Hillel Neuer: Bans
Naming Regimes
In a March 18, 2019 session focused only on condemning Israel, the chair
of the UN Human Rights Council debate cut off UN Watch’s Hillel Neuer for
merely attempting to read out the names of the countries that spoke,
which, he told the assembly, “said it all.” The UN is trying to silence Hillel
Neuer.
https://www.unwatch.org/censored/

MEF Defends the Right to Discuss Islam in Europe
Elisabeth Sabaditsch-Wolff's appeal to the Grand Chamber of the European
Court of Human Rights (ECHR) was just rejected. Pursuing the principle
that publicly discussing Islam and related matters should not lead to arrest
and jail, the Middle East Forum had helped fund her important case with its
implications for all of Europe. "The survival of liberal democracy depends
on the freedom to discuss controversial subjects, including Islam and
Islamism. Censorship of these topics leaves the public ignorant of the
threats it faces. The ECHR ruling is a preview of things to come in the U.S.
should the First Amendment be weakened."
https://www.meforum.org/58008/right-to-discuss-islam

Southern Poverty
Law Centre
“Highly Profitable Scam”: Southern Poverty Law
Center ‘Ripping off Donors’ Former Staffer Says
The Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) is a “highly profitable scam” that
“never lived up to the values it espoused,” according to former SPLC staffer
Bob Moser. The New Yorker on Thursday published a scathing essay from
Moser, now a Rolling Stone reporter, accusing the left-wing non-profit of
“ripping off donors” while turning a blind eye to sexual harassment and
racial discrimination within its own ranks. The non-profit recently
reported more than half a billion dollars in assets, including $121 million in
off-shore funds.
https://dailycaller.com/2019/03/21/southern-poverty-law-center-scammorris-dees/?utm_medium=email

Around the World
Australia
Australian Senator Fraser Anning, New Zealand,
And the Agenda-Driven Liberal Media
“As always, left-wing politicians and the media will rush to claim that
causes of today’s shootings lie with gun laws or those who hold nationalist
views but this is all cliched nonsense,” wrote Anning. “The real cause of
bloodshed on New Zealand streets today is the immigration program which
allowed Muslim fanatics to migrate to New Zealand in the first place.”
https://townhall.com//columnists/scottmorefield/2019/03/18/australiansenator-fraser-anning-new-zealand-and-the-agendadriven-liberal-median2543263

Austria

New Austrian govt closes 7 mosques, expels 60
Imams, says "This is just the beginning"
Austria's new govt brings Austria into conflict with the EU as they enact
policies ending illegal migration and ending welfare benefits for
immigrants.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ez4N3sjhSHU&feature=youtu.be

Hungary
Hungary’s PM: ‘Hungary has Christian Roots –
There is no Place for Multiculturalism’
In an interview for a book published last week, Hungarian Prime
Minister Viktor Orban stressed that Hungary has been a part of Europe for
1,000 years and that its critics in the European Union are upset because
Hungary's constitution states that the country has "Christian roots," that it
rejects "multiculturalism," that every child has "a right to a mother and a
father," and that the country has a right to "defend its borders," especially
against the threat of Islam.
https://www.cnsnews.com/blog/michael-w-chapman/hungarys-pmhungary-has-christian-roots-there-no-place-multiculturalism

New Zealand
After the New Zealand mosque attacks, pointing
fingers of blame
Years ago, disturbed by the West’s failure properly to address Islamist
extremism, I observed there was a risk of a lethal spiral of interconnected
violence. Islamist extremism and attacks would be ignored and excused by
the authorities, while those calling them out would be blamed instead; this
failure to act against Islamist extremism would result in fringe groups
becoming violent against Muslims; such violence would increase the witchhunt against anti-Islamists, which would, in turn, embolden and encourage
more Islamist attacks, provoking in turn more white racist violence.
https://www.jns.org/opinion/after-the-new-zealand-mosque-attackspointing-fingers-of-blame/

New Zealand’s ghoulish opportunists
The Western media class has reached a new low. The blame game they’ve
been playing in the aftermath of the racist mass murder in New
Zealand has been ghoulish and deeply disturbing. The bodies of the 50
murdered Muslims were barely cold before various observers, activists and
leftists were naming and shaming those people who they think ‘laid the
ground’ for this atrocity. And it apparently includes everyone from alt-right
agitators to any mainstream newspaper columnist who has raised so much
as a peep of criticism about radical Islam.
https://www.spiked-online.com/2019/03/18/new-zealands-ghoulishopportunists/

Ghosts of the Balkan wars are returning in unlikely
places
Tarrant visited the Balkans in recent years in a quixotic hajj of sorts to
honor his heroes in their centuries’ long fight against Ottoman rule, which
he sought to emulate in some sinister fashion. Neither is this strange
Serbophilia unique to Tarrant. Anders Behring Breivik, the Norwegian
terrorist who murdered 77 people back in 2011, was likewise obsessed with
the Balkans and their history of resisting Islam by force, which he viewed
as a model.
https://spectator.us/ghosts-balkan-wars-returning/

How to Silence Debate, New Zealand Edition
Here's the truth: Radical Islam is dangerous. The Islamic world has a
serious problem with radical Islam. And large swaths of the Muslim world
are, in fact, hostile to Western views on matters ranging from freedom of
speech to women's rights. To conflate that obvious truth with the desire to
murder innocents in Christchurch is intellectual dishonesty of the highest
sort. If we want more Muslims living in liberty and freedom, we must
certainly demolish white supremacism -- and we must also demolish radical
Islam, devotees of which were responsible for an estimated 84,000 deaths
in 2017 alone, most of those victims Muslim.
https://townhall.com//columnists/benshapiro/2019/03/20/how-to-silencedebate-new-zealand-edition-n2543344

Katie Hopkins on the response to the militant
attack on a NZ Mosque
A war for the world is underway. And watching the media, its mouthpieces
and the multitudes desperate in their search to be the most sorry, I fear
that the victor has already been
https://vladtepesblog.com/2019/03/17/katie-hopkins-on-the-response-tothe-militant-attack-on-a-nz-mosque/

Nigeria
The Not So Soft Bigotry of Liberal Media's Racism
The liberal media were quick to pounce on the recent killings in
Christchurch, New Zealand—loudly and frequently. This was to be expected
as New Zealand is largely a white western culture, and therefore afforded
“most favored status” among mostly white, mostly liberal, western media.
The murders that occurred during the same period in Nigeria, although
greater in number, were largely ignored because (1) the victims were
black, and (2) worse, Christian blacks, and (3) worse still, African Christian
blacks, so who cares?
https://canadafreepress.com/article/the-not-so-soft-bigotry-of-liberalmedias-racism

United Kingdom
Tommy Robinson Calls out the #FakeNews Media
for Trying to Destroy His Life
Not only was Robinson the only journalist imprisoned for a finable offense,
but he was moved to a prison full of violent Muslim offenders. Robinson's
entire career is focused on informing the public about radical Islam taking
over England. He is well known and hated by Islamic extremists and his life
was threatened over and over during his stay in prison.
https://pjmedia.com/trending/tommy-robinson-calls-out-the-fakenewsmedia-for-trying-to-destroy-his-life/

MI5: Far Right Terror Cases ‘Absolutely Dwarfed by
Islamist Cases’
The number of far-right terror cases the authorities are faced with is
“absolutely dwarfed” by the number of cases related to radical Islam,
according to Britain’s Security Service, better known as MI5. Halfway
through the article, however, the Guardian concedes that, while the
security services “have not revealed how many of the 700 or so live terror
plots and 20,000 individuals classified as ‘closed subjects’ … are related to
right-wing extremism”, MI5 did disclose that such cases are, quote,
“absolutely dwarfed by the number of Islamist cases” being dealt with.
https://creepingsharia.wordpress.com/2019/03/23/muslim-terror-dwarfsfar-right-terror/

UK Bans Hezbollah
"There have long been calls to ban the whole group with the distinction
between the two factions derided as smoke and mirrors," Javid said during
a debate on the prevention and suppression of terrorism in the House of
Commons. "Hezbollah themselves have laughed off the suggestion there is
a difference. I've carefully considered the evidence and I'm satisfied they
are one and the same with the entire organisation linked to terrorism." In
banning the entire organization of Hezbollah, the UK joins Canada,
the U.S., Israel, the Netherlands and the Arab League, which have all
banned the terror organization.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13912/uk-bans-hezbollah

Tommy Robinson - case adjourned again
This is just an update. As people know, I was due to be in court again
yesterday. Why? Because I caused “anxiety” to 10 Muslim paedophiles as
they walked into court for raping dozens of young British girls.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wIj56hNG92A

United States

Judge Jeanine Pirro Is Right: The Hijab Reflects
'Adherence to Sharia Law'
While discussing Muslim Congresswoman Ilhan Omar’s anti-Israel remarks
with Nancy Pelosi, Pirro said:
This is not who your party is. Your party is not anti-Israel. She is. Think
about this, she's not getting this anti-Israel sentiment doctrine from the
Democratic Party, so if it's not rooted in the party, where is she getting it
from? Think about it. Omar wears a hijab which according to the Quran
33:59 tells women to cover so they won't get molested. Is her adherence

to this Islamic doctrine indicative of her adherence to Sharia law, which in
itself is antithetical to the United States Constitution?
https://pjmedia.com/homeland-security/judge-jeanine-pirro-is-right-thehijab-reflects-adherence-to-sharia-law

Other Articles
European girls in Vienna are wearing headscarves
to avoid assaults by male Muslim migrants
Migrant violence against women has spread like a plague throughout
Europe since the EU first allowed an enormous influx of migrants from
Northern Africa and the Middle East in 2015. Reports of sexual harassment
and assault against European women is much greater in Western European
countries where more migrants have been allowed in (i.e. Germany,

https://voiceofeurope.com/2019/02/european-girls-in-vienna-are-wearingheadscarves-to-avoid-assaults-by-male-muslim-migrants

Islam - one Intersectionalism is not like the others
While power-seeking leftists rally their myriad grievance groups to common
cause (overthrow of white male hegemony), they should be informed by
history that Islamists are not prone to remain victims indefinitely. If and
when they secure power, you (and I) will be forced into submission. Said
submission begins with society’s inability to challenge their hatred towards
Jews, gays, women, and Christians.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/03/islam__one_intersectionali
sm_is_not_like_the_others.html#ixzz5iiYU9tpY

Muslims Who Stand Up to Mullah's Are Not
'Islamophobes'
While the world gave 24/7 coverage to the Christchurch mosque massacre
and white folks rightfully denounced one of their own sons, to embrace
their Muslim citizens, there was almost no coverage of the
Muslim massacre of Christians in Nigeria just a few days earlier on March 4
nor the 20 Christians killed by Muslim Jihadis who bombed a Catholic
church in the Philippines. No weeping politicians, no candlelit vigils and no
public demonstration by Muslims in Canada denouncing the jihadi terrorists
the way whites denounced a white nationalist.
https://www.meforum.org/58017/muslims-stand-up-mullahs

EU report declares UN Migration Pact “legally
binding after all”
The precise status of the UN Migration Pact is still being debated, but one
thing is clear, aside from strenuous efforts to maximize its powers through
the back door. The UN and Brussels are trying to force the Pact upon
sovereign states, even those that rejected it, and maximize its impact. The
European Commission’s Legal Service is holding to the view “that the UN
compact should have legally binding consequences for every EU member
state including those which withdrew from the agreement.”
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/03/eu-report-declares-un-migrationpact-legally-binding-after-all

YouTubes
Tommy Robinson challenges Belgian Newspaper
for Lies
I wonder why a Belgium newspaper wanted to spread such malicious lies.
Let me see. Where are the EU headquarters?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TZOgOBfgXUU

Marxism trumps Socrates at Cambridge University
If you think this is a trivial matter, then you are a part of the problem. You
can hear the death rattle of the West in this video. With Dr. Gad Saad.
https://vladtepesblog.com/2019/03/21/marxism-trumps-socrates-atcambridge-university/

Christchurch - the wages of multiculturalism
Multiculturalism breeds violence. It is time to end this experiment. Let's
respect each other's homelands and live in peace. No more wars.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4HZXIThT5sU&feature=youtu.be

I Predicted the Christchurch Mosque Massacre
On March 15, 2019, a terrorist named Brenton Tarrant opened fire at two
mosques in Christchurch, New Zealand, killing at least 49 people. I have
been predicting attacks like this for a decade. Unless we take steps to
address the escalating tensions, we will continue seeing terrorist attacks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pawij9XrZjQ&feature=youtu.be

Glazov Moment: In Defense of Judge Jeanine
In this new Jamie Glazov Moment, Jamie takes a stand In Defense of
Judge Jeanine, unveiling Fox News’ pathetic and shameful surrender to
Sharia.
https://jamieglazov.com/2019/03/17/glazov-moment-in-defense-of-judgejeanine/

Please forward this Newsletter to others.
There is STRENGTH in numbers.
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/act-for-canadanewsletter

https://www.actforcanada.ca/donate/
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